As a room temperature multi-ferroic with coexisting anti-ferromagnetic, ferroelectric and ferroelastic orders, BiFeO 3 has been extensively studied to realize magnetoelectric devices that enable manipulation of magnetic ordering by an electric field. Moreover, BiFeO 3 is a promising candidate for ferroelectric memory devices because it has the largest remanent polarization (P r > 100 mC cm −2 ) of all ferroelectric materials. For these applications, controlling polarization switching by an electric field plays a crucial role. However, BiFeO 3 has a complex switching behaviour owing to the rhombohedral symmetry: ferroelastic (71
Introduction
BiFeO 3 has a rhombohedral symmetry of lattice parameters a pc = 3.96 Å and a = 0.6
• ('pc' stands for pseudo-cubic) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Figure 1a shows the detailed coupling structure of ferroelectric, antiferromagnetic and ferroelastic orders [8, 9] . Spontaneous polarization is along the [111] direction in the rhombohedral unit cell, and the antiferromagnetic plane (G-type) is located perpendicular to the polarization direction. Owing to the rhombohedral symmetry of BiFeO 3 , there are three different polarization-switching events: ferroelastic (71
• and 109
• polarization reversal) and ferroelectric switching (180 • polarization reversal) [8] [9] [10] [11] . Figure 1b- from r1 − to r2 + (or r4 + ), and 180
• switching from r1 − to r1 + , respectively. Polarization-switching paths also depend on the orientation of BiFeO 3 thin films [12] . In the (001) pc films, all three switching paths are potentially possible under [001] pc of the vertical electric field. On the other hand, (110) pc -oriented BiFeO 3 thin films can have either 109
• or 180
• , as 71
• switching is geometrically prohibited under the vertical electric field; i.e. polarization is located in the in-plane direction. Likewise, (111) pc -oriented BiFeO 3 thin films can have only 180
• switching. Note that the magnetic property of BiFeO 3 (the orientation of the antiferromagnetic plane) can be controlled by the electric field, only when ferroelastic polarization switchings (71
• and 109 • ) occur, as shown in figure 1b,c (marked as a different colour of the antiferromagnetic plane from the original one) [9, [13] [14] [15] . On the other hand, 180
• switching does not change the orientation of the antiferromagnetic plane, as the switching does not involve reorientation of the unit cell. This indicates that the electrical control of the magnetic property of BiFeO 3 is possible through reorientation of the BiFeO 3 unit cell after ferroelastic switching. Multi-step polarization switching means that polarization switches through a combination of discrete switching events: for example, 180
• switching (from r1 − to r1 + ) in BiFeO 3 can occur through three sequential 71
• switching steps (from r1 − to r3 + , and to r4 + and to r1 + ), as shown in figure 2 [8, 12, 16] . Such multistep polarization switching seems to prevail in ferroelectric materials. Cao [17] revealed that 180
• switching consists of consecutive 71
• switching in a rhombohedral Pb(Zn 1/3 Nb 2/3 )O 3 -PbTiO 3 (PZN-PT) single crystal by acoustic measurement. Other researchers also reported multi-step polarization switching in PZN-PT with neutron diffraction [18] and with direct elastic measurement [19] , tetragonal Pb(Mg 1/3 Nb 2/3 )O 3 -PbTiO 3 (PMN-PT) with piezoforce microscopy (PFM) [20] , tetragonal BaTiO 3 with polarized light microscopy [21] and with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [22] . This multi-step switching is attributed to the relative activation energy and stability of the switched domain for each switching path [8, 16] .
Domain engineering
Owing to the rhombohedral symmetry of BiFeO 3 , a thin film grown on a (001) SrTiO 3 cubic substrate can exhibit a maximum of four structural (ferroelastic) variants and eight ferroelectric variants because the fourfold symmetry of the SrTiO 3 surface does not restrict nucleation of any types of domains, as shown in figure 3a [24, 25] . Figure 3c ,e shows the in-plane PFM image and the crosssectional TEM image of the four-variant BiFeO 3 thin film grown on the exact (001) SrTiO 3 substrate, respectively. This complex domain structure makes it difficult to keep tracking the polarization-switching path of each domain. Moreover, the domain walls generated because of the multi-domain state affect polarization switching as an extrinsic effect. Some types of domain walls are electrically more conductive than the domain themselves, so that they act as a defective leakage path [23, 26, 27] . Furthermore, some pre-existing domain walls can pin domain wall motion, resulting in incomplete switching [28] . Therefore, to study switching-path-related phenomenon, fabricating monodomain BiFeO 3 thin films is desirable.
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[010] The domain structure of low-symmetry materials can be engineered by inducing anisotropy on the substrate surfaces. One way to induce surface anisotropy is by using a lower symmetry substrate than SrTiO 3 , such as orthorhombic TbScO 3 . Only two ferroelastic domains among four possible ones are grown on top of the TbScO 3 substrate [29] . However, this method does not work when BiFeO 3 films are grown on top of the bottom electrode layer such as SrRuO 3 , a typical structure of vertical capacitors. In this case, the symmetry of SrRuO 3 governs the domain engineering of BiFeO 3 thin films. However, a study reported that SrRuO 3 on top of lattice-comparable substrates such as orthorhombic GdScO 3 (approx. 3.968 Å), orthorhombic DyScO 3 (approx. 3.949 Å) and cubic SrTiO 3 (3.905 Å) all have cubic symmetry at the growth temperature (approx. 690
• C) of BiFeO 3 films [30] . This indicates that using a low-symmetry substrate will not work for domain engineering in a BiFeO 3 heteroepitaxial structure with a SrRuO 3 bottom electrode.
Another simple but strong tool for inducing anisotropy for domain engineering uses the vicinal surfaces of miscut substrates. Fourfold symmetry of the exact (001) surface of the SrTiO 3 substrate can be broken by step-and-terrace structures of vicinal surfaces [31, 32] . The vicinal approach will still be valid even with the SrRuO 3 bottom layer, regardless of the symmetry of SrRuO 3 as long as the surface of the SrRuO 3 layer is the same as that of the substrate. SrRuO 3 films are known to grow by step-flow mode [33, 34] , where adatoms are nucleated at the steps of the vicinal surface to grow horizontally with respect to the film thickness. This growth mode is able to preserve the step-and-terrace structure of the vicinal surface of the substrates.
To fabricate monodomain BiFeO 3 thin films, we used the fast-rate off-axis sputtering technique [35, 36] on the (001) SrTiO 3 substrate with a 4
• miscut along the [110] direction [8, 37] . The miscut direction is parallel to the projection of the [111] polar axis of the BiFeO 3 unit cell. As shown in figure 3b , only a single ferroelastic domain is preferentially nucleated at those steps, resulting in ferroelastically monodomain BiFeO 3 thin films. Figure 3d ,f shows the in-plane PFM image and the cross-sectional TEM image of a monodomain BiFeO 3 thin film without any pre-existing complex domain boundaries, respectively. BiFeO 3 films grown on the SrRuO 3 /SrTiO 3 substrate with a 4
• miscut along [110] are also ferroelectrically monodomain: the as-grown polarization is all one direction, pointing downwards. This is attributed to the fact that the SrRuO 3 conductive layer screens the depolarization field to stabilize the ferroelectric monodomain state [38] . These monodomain BiFeO 3 films are ideal for investigating all switching-related phenomena because of the simplicity and the absence of extrinsic effects from pre-existing domain boundaries.
Retention: reliability with time
Retention (or non-volatility), where stored information can be retained without power, is one of the key features in magnetoelectric devices using BiFeO 3 . In this sense, retention is an important aspect for evaluating the reliability of magnetoelectric devices in terms of time.
The (001)-oriented monodomain epitaxial BiFeO 3 thin-film heterostructure is an ideal system to study the physics of polarization switching by an external electric field because all three switching paths (71
• , 109
• and 180 • switching) are potentially possible by a vertical electric field without geometrical restrictions, as shown in figure 1 .
In order to predict the polarization-switching behaviours of (001) BiFeO 3 thin films, we performed phase-field calculations [39] . In order to numerically simulate the polarization evolution, we set up orthogonal coordinates (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) with the x 1 x 2 plane parallel to the film-substrate interface and x 3 pointing out to the film surface. The polarization is expressed by P = (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ), and its temporal evolution is described using the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation,
where L is a kinetic coefficient related to the domain wall mobility and F is the total free energy of the system including the bulk free energy F bulk , domain wall energy F wall , elastic energy F elas and electrostatic energy F elec , i.e.
Equation (3.1) is solved using a semi-implicit Fourier spectral method with periodic boundary conditions along the x 1 and x 2 axes. A simulation cell of 128Dx × 128Dx × 32Dx is used. The film thickness is taken as 14Dx, and the distance from the film-substrate interface into the substrate is taken as 14Dx, beyond which the heterogeneous elastic deformation is ignored. The simulation grid spacing is chosen to be Dx = l 0 , where The simulation results show two important points. First, the initially preferential-switching path is 71
• switching, which indicates that the activation energy of 71
• switching is the lowest among the three paths. Second, the 180
• switched domain in the matrix of the unswitched region is the most stable.
The stability of the switched domain is mainly determined by the mechanical stresses generated at the boundary between the switched and unswitched regions. Figure 4a shows the schematic of the mechanical distortions at the boundary between the switched and unswitched regions for each switching event. As there is no reorientation of the unit cell after 180
• switching, mechanical distortion at the boundary is absent. On the contrary, for 71
• switching, the reorientation of the rhombohedral unit cell generates a large distortion at the boundary, resulting in a high-energy or unstable state of the switched area. Therefore, ferroelastically switched areas have a driving force to transform into a stable, low-energy state.
On the basis of these phase-field results, the polarization-switching diagram can be described, as shown in figure 4b. As the activation energy is the lowest, 71
• switching occurs by a vertical electric field. However, the 71
is not stable within the unswitched matrix domain (r1 − ) owing to the structural mismatch at the boundary: the area is prone to transforming into a stable domain such as r1 − and r1 + , which are the same ferroelastic domains as the unswitched matrix. Phase-field calculations predicted that the relaxation path of the 71
• switched domain (r3 + ) depends on the strain state of BiFeO 3 films: r1
+ for in-plane compressive strain and r1 − for in-plane tensile strain. As the BiFeO 3 (approx. 3.964 Å) films on SrTiO 3 (approx. 3.905 Å) substrates are compressively strained, the 71
• switched area is predicted to transform into r1 + , and hence, 180
• switching, as shown in figure 4b. Another interesting feature of this multi-step polarization-switching path is the size dependency. As the driving force of ferroelastic relaxation from r3 + to r1 + originates from the boundary (area), the rate of the relaxation depends on the size (volume) of the switched area. Phase-field simulation reveals that ferroelastic relaxation proceeds from the domain boundary by replacing the unstable domain with the stable one. The stable domain (r1 + ) is formed at the boundary, and propagates into the unstable domain (r3 + ). The portion of the domain wall, which is the active region of domain relaxation, is inversely proportional to domain size (volume). Thus, the smaller the r3 + domains are in the r1 − matrix, the shorter the relaxation time expected.
In order to examine these theoretical predictions in real time and a real dimension, we used (001) monodomain epitaxial BiFeO 3 thin films. To switch a large area, we applied an electric field on the patterned Pt top electrodes with an array of 200 × 700 mm. After polarization switching upwards by applying a negative field on the top electrodes, reciprocal space mapping by X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed to investigate the change in the ferroelastic domain structure. The XRD data showed that a new ferroelastic domain (r3 + ) was evolved after switching, indicating 71
• switching. This 71
• switching path is reversible by applying a positive electric field and is repeatable over many cycles. To investigate the stability of the 71
• switched domain, the intensity of the BiFeO 3 r3 + domain peak, directly proportional to the domain volume, was monitored as a function of time, as shown in figure 5a. Clearly, 71
• switching is stable throughout the 24 h of the experiment.
However, this stability does not extend to small domain sizes. XRD and top electrode switching are not ideal for investigating switching behaviours on a few micrometres scale. Instead, we used PFM, which is able to switch the ferroelectric domain and to determine the domain structure in small length scales. The PFM tip is aligned along the [−110] direction, so that the change in an in-plane polarization component should be detected by the contrast in the in-plane PFM images. Upon the negative electric application via the PFM tip in this configuration, 71
• switching is confirmed by the contrast change only in an out-of-plane PFM image, whereas 180
• switching can be confirmed by the contrast change in both out-of-plane and in-plane PFM images.
We switched small areas by applying an electric field of −30 V DC via the conductive PFM tip. Subsequently, the domain structure was monitored with PFM imaging as a function of time. As shown in figure 5a, the initially switched 71
• domain (r3 + ) with 3 × 3 mm is fully transformed (relaxed) into the 180
, approximately 2 h after switching under a zero electric field. Furthermore, the relaxation rate increases dramatically as the initial domain size decreases: an area 0.5 × 0.5 mm takes less than 1 h for full relaxation. Our experimental results using monodomain epitaxial BiFeO 3 thin films are consistent with the theoretical predictions. Polarization switching occurs through a two-step process with the initial 71
• switching by the electric field followed by ferroelastic relaxation to 180
• switching. Furthermore, the metastable 71
• switching can be stabilized by a large switched domain.
In order to realize non-volatile magnetoelectric devices using BiFeO 3 , ferroelastic (71
• ) polarization switching should be controlled in a stable manner, i.e. the switched domain should be robust with time. Our results, however, bring up serious technological restrictions in the sense that the nature of the polarization switching in BiFeO 3 restricts the down-scaling of magnetoelectric devices. For example, magnetoelectric devices using BiFeO 3 thin films with 1 × 1 mm cell size will lose the stored information only 2 h after recording. To avoid this, the size should be more than about 100 mm length scales. This is not desirable for high-density memory applications.
However, the nature of the domain switching path, as shown in figure 4b, provides a possible way to achieve selective control of stable ferroelastic 71
• switching by suppressing the ferroelastic relaxation process. As revealed by the simulations, the origin of relaxation is the high-energy boundary with structural distortions between the switched and unswitched regions. Those boundaries can be removed simply by eliminating the matrix (unswitched) region. Thus, we have fabricated monodomain BiFeO 3 islands, using ion-milling on the heterostructure of the (001) monodomain BiFeO 3 thin film with a platinum top layer, the side walls of which are free surfaces without any mechanical stress. The polarization of the island is switched by applying an electric field between the top and bottom electrodes. The top Pt electrode is then removed, and the domain structure is imaged using PFM as a function of time. Figure 5b shows a dramatic enhancement of 71
• switching stability in a 3.4 × 3.4 mm island compared with a similar-sized domain in a continuous thin film in figure 5a. The island sustains ferroelastic 71
• switching even after 26 h without relaxation, while a domain with similar size in a continuous film is fully relaxed only after 2 h. We have also confirmed such a robust ferroelastic switching of BiFeO 3 islands using PFM tip switching as well as top electrode switching, indicating that switching methods do not affect the stability of the 71
• switched domain. This experimental result on BiFeO 3 islands is also consistent with our theoretical prediction. Phase-field simulation also confirms that this method is still valid for stabilizing 71
• switching, even at the nanometre scale [8] .
Polarization fatigue: reliability with cycles
Polarization switching by an applied electric field is the control knob for magnetoelectric and ferroelectric memory devices. A degradation of the ferroelectric properties of BiFeO 3 will result in losing controllability of magnetic order switching in magnetoelectric devices, as well as the capacity for information storage in ferroelectric memory devices. In particular, polarization fatigue, loss of switchable polarization with switching cycles, will directly restrict the reliability of the devices [40, 41] . In this sense, polarization fatigue is another important aspect for evaluating the reliability of BiFeO 3 -based devices. Hence, understanding the intrinsic fatigue behaviour of each polarization-switching path in BiFeO 3 thin films is important.
To study the intrinsic behaviour of fatigue, we first used monodomain (111) pc BiFeO 3 thin films with Pt top and SrRuO 3 bottom electrodes. The remanent polarization of (111) pc BiFeO 3 films is the highest value (P r about 115 mC cm −2 ) among the orientations in the vertical capacitor structure, as the projection of [111] spontaneous polarization is parallel to the electric field direction, as shown in the inset of figure 6 [35, 42] . The highest remanent polarization of BiFeO 3 among any ferroelectric materials is a very attractive property for highdensity ferroelectric memory devices. Using monodomain (111) pc BiFeO 3 films, we can rule out any extrinsic effects from pre-existing domain boundaries in multi-domain films.
To evaluate the fatigue behaviour, 10 ms wide pulses with a repetition frequency of 200 Hz were applied to the Pt top electrode in the 400 nm monodomain (111) pc BiFeO 3 thin film. Figure 6 shows the P-E measurements as a function of the switching cycles of the (111) pc BiFeO 3 films. Initially, approximately 115 mC cm −2 of P r starts to degrade at about 10 4 cycles, and reduces to about 57 mC cm −2 at 10 6 cycles, as shown in the inset of figure 6 . This result indicates that the (111) pc BiFeO 3 films have a serious problem in terms of reliability with the number of switching cycles, even though they have the largest P r initially.
To elucidate the origin of the fatigue, we performed a macroscopic analysis on (111) pc BiFeO 3 films before and after fatigue. Figure 7a ,b shows the reciprocal space mapping (RSM) around the 113 SrTiO 3 peak before and after fatigue cycles (a)
(b) Figure 7 . Ferroelastic domain evolution after polarization fatigue. RSM data around the 113 SrTiO 3 peak of (a) the as-grown and (b) fatigued (111) were applied to a (111) pc monodomain BiFeO 3 film, respectively. The additional peaks for BiFeO 3 indicate that new ferroelastic domains formed during fatigue cycles and that fatigued (111) pc BiFeO 3 films have four ferroelastic variances. Previously, there were reports on fatigue characteristics of rhombohedral ferroelectrics: ferroelastic domain evolution with polarization fatigue in textured films [43, 44] and ceramics [45, 46] of PZN-PT, which are initially multi-domain states. However, these new ferroelastic domains are nucleated from the initial monodomain state with fatigue in our work.
We also investigated the microscopic domain structure using PFM to understand the configuration of new ferroelastic domains as well as to obtain local information related to electrical data of (111) pc BiFeO 3 films. We applied 10 5 switching cycles on (111) pc BiFeO 3 film with the final polarity pointing upwards. The Pt top electrode was subsequently removed with ultrasonification, and the domain structure analysed with PFM. The PFM tip is aligned perpendicular to one of the xy-plane primary axes (for example, [100] hex ) in the hexagonal description of the BiFeO 3 unit cell. This allows us to construct domain structures of (111) pc BiFeO 3 films using contrast differences in in-plane and out-of-plane PFM images [12] . The as-grown (111) pc monodomain BiFeO 3 film does not show any contrasts in out-of-plane and in-plane PFM images ( figure 7c,d) . However, the PFM images of the fatigued (111) pc BiFeO 3 film show contrasts coming from new domains in figure 7e (out-of-plane) and 7(f) (in-plane). The out-of-plane image has three different contrasts (dark, grey and bright), which indicates that the out-of-plane polarization has three different states. Considering the out-ofplane and in-plane images, we confirmed that new ferroelastic (ferroelectric) domains are formed such as r2
± , r3 ± and r4 ± rather than r1 ± during the fatigue cycles, consistent with the XRD data in figure 7b . The reduced remanent polarization of the fatigued (111) pc BiFeO 3 is consistent with the area of the newly formed ferroelastic domains,
within ±10 per cent error as measured with PFM on five different areas of 5 × 5 mm within a fatigued capacitor. Hence, the polarization fatigue of (111) pc BiFeO 3 is directly related to the formation of new domains.
To elucidate the fatigue mechanism in (111) pc BiFeO 3 films, we analysed the configuration of the domains and the domain walls in detail. We identified nonneutral domain walls with a head-to-head configuration in the fatigued (111) pc BiFeO 3 films. Figure 8a is an in-plane PFM image from figure 7f . − , r3 − and r4 − ). The structure of the non-neutral domain walls is illustrated in figure 8b . Most of the domain walls are meandering without preferential crystallographic alignments, indicating that the domains and the domain walls are not a result of reducing mechanical and electric energy, related to neutral and aligned domain walls [23, 25, 29, 47] , but that extrinsic factors (defects) are important. This agrees with a domain wall pinning mechanism, one of the scenarios widely believed for fatigue, where electrostatic coupling between a nonneutral domain wall and mobile carriers forms a stable (pinned) electro-neutral structure [48, 49] .
Two conditions are necessary to form the pinned domain walls: (i) non-neutral domain walls with a head-to-head (or tail-to-tail) polarization configuration should be formed during switching and (ii) mobile carriers, which will be trapped in the non-neutral domain walls. Removing either one would suppress polarization fatigue in BiFeO 3 films. However, the latter are very common in oxide thin films, such as oxygen vacancies, even though they might vary according to film deposition conditions and techniques. As the concentration of point defects is thermodynamically finite at equilibrium, it would be hard to remove them. Thus, we have to prevent the former condition to suppress the polarization fatigue. As a unipolar electric stress does not induce fatigue in (111) pc BiFeO 3 films even after 10 6 cycles, we can deduce that the fatigue behaviour is closely related to the polarization-switching event: the 180
• polarization-switching path in (111) pc BiFeO 3 films would have a high chance of forming non-neutral domain walls. Given the formation of the ferroelastic domains with fatigue, we adopted the concept of multi-step 180
• polarization switching, to understand fatigue behaviour, where 180
• switching consists of intermediate ferroelastic switchings. On the basis of the multi-step-switching process, 180
• switching can have a maximum of six different routes from r1 − to r1 + through three times two of 71
• switchings, as shown in figure 9 . Owing to the threefold symmetry of (111) pc BiFeO 3 films with a [111] pc axis, there is no preferential path among the six. Therefore, polarization switching will follow any of the three possible paths with equal probability across the sample, which has a large chance of forming nonneutral domain walls when two different intermediate paths meet. Inherently unstable non-neutral domain walls can be stabilized by trapping mobile charge carriers to reduce the high electrical energy of the domain walls. These electrically locked domain walls act as pinning sites for polarization switching, resulting in fatigue.
On the basis of this framework, to realize fatigue-free BiFeO 3 capacitors, we have to use a different polarization-switching path where the chance of forming the non-neutral domain walls is very low during switching. Thus, we used the simple 71
• switching where only a single switching path exists from r1 − to r3 + , as shown in figure 10a . During switching cycles, the switched and unswitched regions maintain neutral domain walls with head-to-tail configurations. Thus, the chance of forming non-neutral domain walls is negligible during 71
• switching cycles in (001) pc films. Figure 10b shows P-E measurements as a function of the switching cycles of the monodomain (001) pc BiFeO 3 films. P r by 71
• switching continues unabated even up to 10 6 cycles, the maximum number of cycles in this study. Therefore, we successfully realized fatigue-resistant BiFeO 3 capacitors using 71
• switching in (001) pc BiFeO 3 thin films. As a similar orientation dependence of fatigue behaviour was reported in rhombohedral PZN-PT [16] [17] [18] , we believe that our framework for understanding fatigue with the polarizationswitching path could be generalized to other rhombohedral and even lower symmetry materials.
Conclusion
We studied intrinsic polarization-switching behaviours using monodomain epitaxial BiFeO 3 thin films. Monodomain films enabled us to simply determine the polarization-switching path, and to explicitly correlate it to the macroscopically observed phenomenon without extrinsic effects from pre-existing domains boundaries. We have found that the polarization-switching path is directly related to the reliability problems of BiFeO 3 -based devices such as retention and fatigue. We demonstrated that the inherently unstable ferroelastic switching, necessary for magnetoelectric control, can be stabilized by removing the mechanical stress at the boundary with isolated islands. We also demonstrated that polarization fatigue can be suppressed, removing the chance of domain pinning with the single 71
• switching rather than with the complex multi-step 180
• switching. This work provides a framework for scientific understanding of the polarizationswitching-related phenomenon in BiFeO 3 and other rhombohedral and lower symmetric materials with complex switching routes. Furthermore, this study provides technological design rules for the reliable performance of multi-functional devices controlled by polarization switching.
